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ABSTRACT
Many current electricity rate structures for residential consumers
do not provide proper incentives for consumer solar production.
They also unfairly burden traditional consumers in favor of solar
producing consumers (“prosumers”), by charging the bulk of utility
internal operating costs to the rate-paying consumers. We propose
a modified rate structure that first, more fairly divides the overhead
cost among all customers, and second, provides proper incentives
allowing the utility to control and to promote grid friendly solar
producers that maximally benefit the entire customer base, which
we call “positive prosumers.” We also propose a mechanism that
induces near truthful reporting of gross demand by prosumers,
which is a needed input for our new rate structure.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Many current electricity rate structures do not provide adequate
incentives for customers to invest in solar production greater than
their demand, and thus limit the positive effects renewable energy
can provide. Prosumers currently have no incentive to invest in
larger solar systems that can produce more than they consume.
This is because they are able to save the energy, transmission, and
a majority of overhead costs (∼ 12 ¢/kWh) when they produce
power up to their demand, but only receive the energy price (∼ 4
¢/kWh) for the power above their demand that they sell back to
the utility. Thus they are not currently incentivized sufficiently to
choose to produce power beyond their own consumption. Ideally,
for reasons explained later in the paper, we would like each pro-
sumer to produce more than their demand. We call such customers
positive prosumers. We call “neutral prosumers” the customers who
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Figure 1: Energy sources versus α value (the tuning parame-
ter in our rate structure).

produce less than or equal to their demands, and thus do not sell
any extra power back into the utility grid.

The overall goal of our new rate structure is to give utilities a
mechanism to control and, if desired, to maximize the financial
and grid benefit provided by each prosumer by promoting positive
prosumers and, when possible, reducing the less beneficial neutral
prosumers.

Fig. 1 shows the source of energy in different scenarios with dif-
ferent values of α , our tuning parameter. As α increases, i) neutral
prosumers who can produce more than they use (light green) be-
come positive prosumers (orange and yellow), and ii) the amount of
energy the utility has to buy from outside sources (blue) is reduced.

Both positive and neutral prosumers create overhead costs, in
part due to maintenance costs incurred by the utility’s requirement
to supply power to prosumers when their solar generation is not
producing. Also in the upfront costs of new connection equipment,
coupled with the additional failure risk of adding new or modified
solar connections, which can cause overloads. The latter costs and
risk make it desirable to have less solar connection points.

Balancing costs to all rate-payers is also an objective of this pa-
per. In most current practices, the consumers pay a majority of the
overhead cost due to prosumers only pay overhead on the power
they purchase from the utility (and not on the power they produce),
even though they utilize grid services for both. Overhead cost has a
small fixed and a larger variable component, proportional to gross
demand, meaning it also includes the prosumers’ produced power
(we define gross demand as total demand and net demand as gross
demand less own production). This is because on a cloudy day, pro-
sumers may also need to buy power from the utility; and it is the
utility’s job to guarantee supply in all situations. In this paper, we
concentrate on the larger variable overhead cost ("overhead cost").
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Ultimately under most current pricing structure, traditional con-
sumers are paying for the backup power security and grid services
utilized by prosumers.
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Figure 2: Positive prosumers (percentage) versus the value
of α .We exclude customers who are not capable of producing
above their demand, since they cannot change.

In this paper we propose a mechanism that fixes the above two
issues, by first more evenly distributing the overhead cost to all
customers based on their gross demand and second, by deriving a
method to allow the utility to control the level of solar penetration,
which in turn allows for a more stable system and a cheaper power
rate to all rate-paying customers (see Fig. 3-(left)).

Our rate structure utilizes a factor α that the utility can adjust
as desired to control solar penetration and the type of prosumers
(positive or neutral). Fig. 1 shows how solar generation from posi-
tive prosumers, produced above their demand (yellow) replaces the
more expensive outside power that needs to be purchased (blue)
as α increases. Fig. 2 shows the number of positive prosumers as
a function of α . As one can see, in both Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, as α in-
creases, the percentage of positive prosumers increases and neutral
prosumers decrease.

In Sections 3, 4, and 5 we explain current rate structure issues and
our two-step alternative solution of: balancing overhead costs and
then promoting a more beneficial prosumer group. In Section 6 we
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed rate structure, and
explain the settings of each figure in more detail. In Section 7 we
propose a mechanism for near truthful reporting of gross demands.

2 RELATEDWORK
Despite advances in renewable energy, several barriers still impede
renewable penetration. A framework for analyzing the barriers has
been proposed by Painuly [20], while Oliver and Jackson [19] focus
on barriers to the deployment of solar photovoltaic (PV), and divide
these barriers into technological [14], financial [17, 23], institu-
tional [7], regulatory [14], and structural barriers [10]. Our work is
most closely related to financial aspects, in which Pineda et al. [21]
investigate the impact of different renewable support schemes (e.g.,
feed-in tariff, feed-in premium, trading of green certificates) on
generation expansion decisions. Various papers study the design
of feed-in tariffs [3, 4, 9, 16], but differ from our work in both their
tariff structure and in them not considering a fairness criterion.

The problem of designing a fair payment scheme has been stud-
ied for renewable energy aggregation, which has been introduced
as a solution to mitigate the variability of renewable supply [13, 15].

This is achieved by aggregating a diverse collection of resources.
In the case of aggregation, a proper payment mechanism is needed
to fairly distribute the payment from the system operator among
the participants such that i) renewable producers have incentive
to participate in the aggregation [18], ii) the payment mechanism
stabilizes any coalition among participants [1, 2, 24], and iii) indi-
viduals are paid based on their actual production [13]. Since our
main focus is on solar production (which does not meet the required
negative correlation among generations), we do not consider ag-
gregation in this paper. We note that community solar programs
have also been studied in the literature [5].

When it comes to fairness, the increasing number of prosumers
utilizing net-metering results in a shift of costs from prosumers to
rate-paying consumers [6, 8]. Procter [22] raises the question of
“How the utility’s approach for recovering its fixed costs affects the
economics of renewables.” Granqvist and Grover [12] introduce four
ethical principals that speak to different notions of fairness. Finally,
Franklin and Osborne [11] study the implications of rooftop solar
for energy justice through an urban political ecology approach.

In comparison to the above work, we propose a rate structure
that addresses both incentive and fairness issues simultaneously.

3 RATE STRUCTURE FAIRNESS ISSUES
In many existing rate structures, the overhead cost is charged to
each customer based on their net demand, although for improved
fairness we propose it to be charged based on their gross demand.
To model the existing rate structure, we assume O = o ×

∑n
i=1 di is

the total variable overhead cost, wheredi is the demand of customer
i . Then each customer is charged as follows:

R(pi ,di ) =


(di − pi )(e + t) +

di−pi∑n
j=1[dj−pj ]+

·O, pi < di

0, pi = di

−(pi − di )e, pi > di

where e, t are the electricity and transmission costs, pi is the solar
production of customer i , and [x]+ = max{x , 0}. Note that only
power purchased from the utility is charged an overhead cost. Also,
the customer’s payment to the utility is negative if the customer
produces more than their demand, since the utility buys the extra
production at the fixed rate e . For example, assume we have two
customers with d1 = 50 kWh and d2 = 100 kWh. Also assume
that customer 1 produces p1 = 60 kWh while customer 2 has no
solar production. In this case, customer 1 will get paid for the extra
10 kWh sold to the grid, and customer 2 will have to pay for his
demand used and for both customers’ overhead costs. In other
words, customer 1 does not incur any overhead cost, even though
his gross demand is contributing to the total overhead cost O .

4 STEP 1: RATE RESTRUCTURING FOR
FAIRNESS

To resolve the overhead issue, we propose a revised rate structure,
which improves fairness to all the customers and allows the utility
to charge overhead cost based on gross and not net demand. In our
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method, the utility would charge the customers as follows:

R(pi ,di ) =


di∑n
j=1 dj

·O + (di − pi ) · r , pi < di
di∑n
j=1 dj

·O, pi = di
di∑n
j=1 dj

·O − (pi − di )(e + αt), pi > di

The main difference in our method is the overhead cost is now
paid on all power used (from solar and the utility) regardless of the
customers’ production level. Although the gross demand is private
information which the utility may not have access to, in Section 7
we propose a mechanism for near truthful self-reporting of gross
demand by prosumers.

5 STEP 2: RATE RESTRUCTURING TO
PROMOTE A BETTER PROSUMER GROUP

In our proposed method, the utility buys the solar power at an
increased cost of e + αt , compared to the previous cost of e . Addi-
tionally, all customers receive the billing rate r which is determined
by the following equation, in a way so that the total cost of buying
power from both the grid and prosumers equals the total amount
billed to the customers.

r =
(e + αt)

∑n
i=1[pi − di ]+ + (e + t)

∑n
i=1(di − pi )∑n

i=1[di − pi ]+
(1)

The numerator in equation (1) is the total price the utility pays to
buy power from both the transmission side and prosumers, while
the denominator is the amount of power sold to all customers.

In our proposed rate structure, we assume that the gross demands
of customers (di ’s) are known to the utility, while the solar produc-
tion levels (pi ’s) are strategic decisions by the customers. Since the
overhead portion of the payment in Step 1 is now independent of
production, the customers will follow this simple rule:

pi =


0, ci ≥ r

min{di ,pmax
i }, r > ci ≥ e + αt

pmax
i , e + αt > ci

To explain the above, when a customer’s production cost ci is higher
than the rate r , he will choose not to be a prosumer. When his ci is
less than r but greater than e + αt , he will be a neutral prosumer,
only producing up to his demand di . And lastly when a customer’s
ci is less than both r and e + αt , he will produce as much as he can
(i.e., up to his production limit pmax

i ). Therefore by increasing the
value of α , we provide incentive for prosumers to produce more
than their demand and thus become positive prosumers.
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Figure 3: Rate r and solar connections versus the α value.

In Fig. 3-(left), we have plotted the rate as defined in equation (1).
It can be shown that this rate will always settle between the pro-
sumer selling price of e + αt and the transmission grid buying cost
of e + t . As α is increased from zero to one, the utility obtains more
power from prosumer solar production, which is a cheaper source
than from the transmission grid. When α reaches its maximum of
one, the price of solar energy becomes equal to the transmission
grid, at e + t . With our method, the addition of more prosumers
will never increase the overall cost to the system, and thus always
provides a lower rate for the rate-paying customers. The min-
imum rate r shown in Fig. 3-(left) is achieved at a point when α
is high enough to entice a large portion of customers to become
positive prosumers, but still low enough that the marginal benefit
added by each new prosumer is greater than the increase in the
total e + αt cost paid to all current prosumers.

Fig. 3-(right) shows the number of solar connection points ver-
sus the value of α . Since the customers have a pre-set production
cost (ci ) and will become prosumers when and only when their
production cost is below the rate r , the number of connections will
follow r and decrease as r decreases. This is justified by the strong
correlation between the rate and connection curves in Fig. 3.

6 SIMULATIONS

Table 1: Nomenclature

Parameter Description
e Electricity cost (¢/kWh).
t Transmission cost (¢/kWh).
o Overhead cost (¢/kWh).
r Billing rate (¢/kWh)
ci Production cost of ith user (¢/kWh).
pi Production level of ith user (kWh/month).
di Gross demand of ith user (kWh/month).

pmax
i Production limit of ith user (kWh/month).
n Number of customers.

We consider a grid with n = 10, 000 customers, and generate
the parameters according to the distributions described below to
resemble a real-world scenario.
Grid costs:We set the electricity, transmission, and overhead costs
to each be equal e = t = o = 4 ¢/kWh.
Renewable generation cost: Independently for each customer,
we draw a random cost ci ∼ N( 32e, 1), whereN(µ,σ 2) is the normal
distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2. If ci happens to be less
than 3

4e , we set it to
3
4e (i.e., no customer is able to produce power

for less than 3 ¢/kWh).
Customer demands: For each customer we draw a random de-
mand di uniformly from the interval [dmin ,dmax ], where dmin =

0.4 × davд and dmax = 1.6 × davд ; also davд = 1000 kWh/month
is the average residential demand (i.e., each customer can be up to
60% below or above the average).
Production limits: First we set pmax

i = 0 for 35% of the customers,
so as to simulate the population who do not believe in renewable
energy, or do not have access to a rooftop to install solar panels. For
the rest of population, we make the assumption that both demand
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and solar production limit are related to the square footage of the
building. Considering this correlation, we cannot randomly select
the production limits pmax

i . Instead, we set pmax
i = k × di , for a

constant k that we explain how to choose below. Notice that if a
customer lives in a building with ns stories, he can use up to 1/ns of
this production limit, so we refine the equation to pmax

i = k ×di/ns .
We pick ns randomly from 1 to 4 according to the probability mass
function {0.40, 0.30, 0.20, 0.10} (i.e., 40% being one story buildings,
30% two story, etc.) We assume that people in buildings with more
than 4 stories, belong to that 35% who do not have or chose not to
use their rooftops for solar. Finally we pick a constant k such that
the aggregate production limit

∑
i p

max
i does not exceed the total

demand
∑
i di . The reason is that once this limit is exceeded, excess

solar production would have to be sold back to the transmission
grid. This is possible but outside the scope of our analysis. Addi-
tionally, the aggregate production limit can be set anywhere below
the total demand.

7 INCENTIVES UNDER INCOMPLETE
INFORMATION

Our proposed rate structure in Section 4 is based on full information
of the gross demands, which are not necessarily available to the
utility. Note that reporting the gross demand is equivalent to report-
ing the solar production, as the utility measures the net demand
and can calculate the third parameter once two of them are known.
If customers can choose, they will report the minimum amount of
solar production (i.e., zero), so as to pretend that their gross de-
mand is equal to their net demand (measured by the utility) and no
more. In this way, they are able to minimize their payment. We next
investigate how the utility can induce truthfulness by introducing
a penalty for inconsistent reporting.

For simplicity of explanation, consider a time horizon of two
rounds (e.g., two months) and also assume that the customer’s gross
demand is constant across these rounds (we explain in Appendix A
how to relax this assumption). Now the utility charges an additional
penalty of γ .O .|d1i − d2i | to each user i , where γ is a constant (the
penalty rate),O is the total overhead cost, andd1i ,d

2
i are the reported

gross demands of customer i in rounds one and two, respectively.
Let di denote the actual gross demand (in both rounds), and p1i ,

p2i be the solar productions in these rounds. Note that previously, pi
was a long-term investment variable, but now p1i , p

2
i are short-term

variables which change due toweather conditions, though are upper
bounded by the installed capacity pi . When γ = 0, the customer
will report d1i = di − p1i according to the previous discussion. As
we increase γ , there is a chance that the customer will not be able
to produce as much power in the next round (i.e., p2i < p1i ). In that
case, he has to report a larger gross demand d2i = di − p2i > d1i and
therefore would have to pay the extra penalty.

As a result, the customer will consider the trade-off between
reporting a small gross demand to minimize their current bill, ver-
sus being truthful and avoiding the penalty across multiple time
steps. A reasonable behavior for a customer is to minimize their
expected total payment. So, as we increase the penalty rate (γ ),
the truthfulness becomes more dominant and the customer reports
move closer to their actual gross demands. This is shown in Figure 4
(blue curve), for a synthetic scenario with 100 customers creating a

total demand of 100 MWh/month and a particular customer i with
di = pi = 1000 kWh per month. This figure shows the behaviour of
this customer, once he produces p1i = 500 kWh in the first month.
We assume a uniform production p2i for his second month. Defining
the cheating level as the difference between the reported and true
gross demands, the curve shows that the customer becomes more
truthful as the penalty rate increases.

Finally, we argue that the customers become even more truthful
as the number of rounds increases. Roughly speaking, this is due to
the more uncertainly in future production levels and the fact that
with more rounds, there is more chance of their fabricated report
being caught by the utility. Therefore, we can achieve near truth-
fulness with even small rates of penalty (γ ), because the number of
rounds in a real scenario could be practically infinite.
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Figure 4: Cheating level versus the penalty rate γ . Each line
is a fitted curve of degree 4 to the corresponding data points.

This phenomenon is shown in Figure 4, where we plot the cheat-
ing levels for 2 and 3 rounds, for every value of penalty rate γ . It can
be seen that for a fixed value of γ , as we add an additional round,
the customer becomes more truthful. Since the number of samples
required to compute the expected payment grows exponentially as
we increase the number of rounds, it is computationally infeasible
to produce the corresponding plot for more rounds. However, con-
sidering the typical monotonicity of such behaviours, we conjecture
that this trend continues as we increase the number of rounds. We
aim to prove this analytically, in the full version of this paper.

8 CONCLUSION
We introduce a new rate structure for electricity customers that,
compared to most existing practices, more fairly divides the over-
head costs among the customer base (either consumer or prosumer)
and provides the utility a mechanism to control solar penetration.
This extra production in turn lowers the overall rate for all rate-
paying customers. By adjusting a single parameter (α ) in our rate
structure, we can i) achieve the optimal lowest rate r for the cus-
tomer base, ii) promote beneficial solar producing customers, and
iii) reduce system risk by minimizing the total number of solar
connection points. We feel our rate structure can allow utilities to
optimize customer rates while still both solidifying their rate-payer
base and strengthening their infrastructure stability.
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A CORRELATION AMONG CUSTOMERS
In Section 7 we assumed that the gross demands di of the customers
are constant in the two round instance. We can generalize this
assumption to situations where the gross demand may change
after each period but the percentage of change is common across
all customers. The utility observes the rest of the population and
finds the average percentage change in gross demands. Then it
calculates the gross demand that a given customer should have that
period (based on the customer’s previous reports) and computes
the penalty according to it.
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